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ABSTRACT 

NONLINEAR OSCILLATIONS IN QUANTIZED LINEAR 

DISCRETE-TIME SYSTEMS 

by 

Tien-Lin Chang 

This research presents the analysis of limit cycles 

occurring in the fixed-point implementations of digital fil¬ 

ters due to multiplication rounding. The implemented digital 

filters are referred to as quantized linear discrete-time 

systems. 

Existence of such limit cycles in autonomous second 

order systems is proved and then the results are extended to 

higher order and nonautonomous systems. Upper bounds on mag¬ 

nitudes and periods of the limit cycles are easily derived 

from the existence theorems. 

Exact solutions for limit cycles can be obtained by 

using either an integer programming method or a direct search 

algorithm. Since both are of exhaustive type method, they are 

capable of providing the complete set of all limit cycles in 

a given system. 

Approximate solutions are desirable when exact solu¬ 

tions are not needed. Two classic approximation methods, 

namely, harmonic balance and describing function methods, are 



extended to quantized discrete systems for predicting 

frequencies and amplitudes of near-harmonic limit cycles. 

A comparative study of limit cycles in different 

configurations of a digital filter is also presented. It 

is found that a digital filter is more likely to oscillate 

if it is realized as a combination of first and second 

order difference equations. A simple technique for quench¬ 

ing such limit cycles is also included. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

When a digital filter is implemented on a general- 

purpose computer or with special-purpose hardware, quanti¬ 

zation errors and constraints due to finite word length are 

unavoidable. Because of the nonlinearity introduced in the 

system by the roundoff and/or overflow, the asymptotic sta¬ 

bility of the unquantized digital filter may become a margi¬ 

nal stability, i.e., sustained oscillations or limit cycles 

may occur in the digital filter. In this thesis, an analy¬ 

sis of such limit cycles due to multiplication rounding 

rather than overflow is presented in detail. 

1.1 Outline of Thesis Area 

Quantization effects in digital filters have been 

quite extensively investigated by many authors from a statis 

tical point of view. Most of their work dealt with the situ 

ation where the quantization was sufficiently fine so that a 

linear system noise analysis was applicable [1] - [6]. When 

quantization is very coarse, the main assumption of uncor¬ 

related rounding errors from sample to sample and from one 

error source to another is no longer valid, and therefore, 

1 
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such effects as the dead band effect [7] and limit cycles 

cannot, in general, be analyzed statistically. 

Several deterministic studies on the effects of 

quantization errors in linear stationary systems have been 

reported in [8] - [14]. In [8], a mathematical formulation 

for the problem was given, a conservative upper bound for 

the absolute value of the error in the output was obtained 

and the stability in the sense of bounded input-bounded out¬ 

put was studied. In [9], an upper bound for the error in 

the output was determined by means of the final value theorem 

in the Z-domain. In [10] and [11], the "direct-method" of 

Liapunov was utilized to obtain an analytical upper bound 

on dynamic quantization error in digital control systems. 

[12] was devoted to the study of quantization error in the 

light of discrete optimum control theory. The determination 

of the worst effect of the quantization error was reduced to 

solving a common optimum control problem; the worst effect 

was defined as the maximum of a chosen performance criterion. 

In [13], a least upper bound on errors due to quanti¬ 

zation of system variables was given for systems, which, with 

the exception of quantization, are linear, stationary, and 

stable. In [14], a simple expression was derived which 

yielded a crude bound on the required coefficient accuracy. 

It is apparent that the central concern in the above documents 
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was to derive a certain upper bound on either quantization 

errors or coefficient accuracy. The problem of limit cycles 

in quantized discrete systems was not touched until 

Blackman [7], who first noted that with zero input to the 

filters, periodic outputs, or "limit cycles" could be main¬ 

tained in recursive discrete filters as a result of rounding, 

and referred to it as the "dead band effect." Besides 

Blackman's work, other previous work relevant to a study of 

limit cycles in digital filters can be found in [6] and [15]- 

[18]. In [6], an analysis of the limit cycles occurring in 

fixed-point implementations of second order digital filters 

due to multiplication rounding was presented. A heuristic 

approach employing an "effective-value" linear model was 

used to derive the amplitude intervals, or "dead bands," in 

which roundoff limit cycles could exist. Extensive simula¬ 

tion of these limit cycles was performed to support the re¬ 

sults. In [15], an analysis of oscillations due to over¬ 

flows of system variables at summation points was presented 

in some detail. In [16], Bonzanigo observed limit points* 

and limit cycles in second order filters implemented with a 

fixed point arithmetic, and presented a simple analysis for 

limit points. In [17], White has utilized a describing 

*A limit point is a limit cycle of period unity. 
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function analysis to predicate frequencies and amplitudes 

in a second order digital controller. But Jackson pointed 

out later in [18] that White correspondence did not indicate 

many of the quantizer-induced limit cycles which could 

exist in the second order system. 

The primary objective of this thesis research then 

is to determine the periodic solutions, i.e., limit cycles, 

which will include Blackman's dead band as a special solu¬ 

tion in digital filters. The problems studied in this thesis 

include: 

1. the existence of limit cycles, 

2. how to obtain limit cycles if they exist, 

3. how to obtain approximate solutions, if exact 

solutions are not necessary, and 

4. comparison of limit cycles in different circuit 

configurations of a digital filter. 

There are three variables in the filter implementa¬ 

tion which determine these limit cycles: 

1. the type of arithmetic employed (fixed-point or 

floating-point), 

2. the number of digits used to represent the data 

within the filter, and 
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3. the circuit configuration of the digital filter. 

Since floating point arithmetic is significantly complex 

and expensive to implement, most special-purpose digital 

filters have been, and will probably continue to be, con¬ 

structed with fixed-point hardware. Therefore, only fixed- 

point digital filter will be studied in this thesis. The 

number of digits in the data may be thought of as determin¬ 

ing both quantization width and the overflow constraint. In 

this thesis only the former interpretation is chosen, and 

therefore the data in the filter are always assumed within 

the overflow constraint. 

The circuit configurations of a digital filter are 

composed of three basic elements, adders, constant multi¬ 

pliers, and delays. But in this thesis a mathematical block- 

diagram circuit which is equivalent to the above practical 

digital circuit is employed. The basic elements of such a 

block-diagram circuit consist of delays, coefficient multi¬ 

pliers, quantizers and double-precision or single-precision 

adders. The roundoff procedure for the quantizer is round¬ 

ing, i.e., rounding to the nearest quantized value. From 

the above consideration, the simplest and most basic struc¬ 

ture for a second order digital filter is either 

^2 " Q^k+l + byk> C1.1) 
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or 

yk+2 = Q(
ayk+1) 

+ C1-2) 

in which Q is a quantizer, a and b are multiplier coeffi¬ 

cients. The systems (1.1) and (1.2) will be thoroughly 

investigated for limit cycles and the results will then be 

extended to more general and complicated digital filters. 

Although rounding is the only roundoff procedure 

considered in this thesis, other roundoff procedures, such 

as truncation and magnitude truncation, are also capable of 

causing limit cycles in digital systems. The analysis for 

the rounding can be modified for the other roundoff pro¬ 

cedures to obtain similar results. 

The magnitudes of limit cycles predicted and ob¬ 

served in this thesis can be quite large in terms of the 

number of quantization width encompassed, but they can be 

made arbitrarily small with respect to other signal levels 

in the digital filter by increasing the data digits. Gen¬ 

erally speaking, although this phenomenon may not be viewed 

as a limiting factor on the realization of digital filters, 

it should be viewed as an important consideration to be in¬ 

cluded in the design of these filters. 
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1.2 Preview of Results 

The principal results of each of the following 

chapters are previewed in this section. In chapter two, 

the fundamental question of the existence of limit cycles 

in quantized linear discrete systems is considered. Exis¬ 

tence of limit cycles in a quantized autonomous second order 

stable linear discrete system is proved, and then results are 

extended to higher order and nonautonomous systems. This pro¬ 

vides a theoretical proof for part of Jackson's heuristic 

results [6]. Upper bounds on magnitudes and periods of such 

limit cycles come about as a consequence of the existence 

theorems. These upper bounds usually cannot be evaluated 

so that approximations are to be used. 

In chapter three, a practical upper bound for second 

order systems is derived. Two methods have been developed 

for finding the exact solutions of the limit cycles in a 

digital system. The first method is the integer programming 

method which is rather complicated for limit cycles of large 

periods, but is very efficient for finding limit points. 

Bonzanigo's method [16] is just a special case of this method. 

The second method is a direct-search algorithm which is easy 

to program on a.computer and most suitable for finding limit 

cycles of small magnitudes. Both methods are capable of 

providing the set of all limit cycles in a given digital 
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system and are applicable to not only second order systems 

but also high order and nonautonomous systems. Comparatively 

speaking, the second method is simpler to apply and therefore 

less tedious and time-saving. Since both methods are of the 

exhaustive type, if exact solutions are not necessary then 

approximation methods of the non-exhaustive type are very 

desirable. This is the topic in chapter four. 

Chapter four is devoted to a development of two ap¬ 

proximation methods which will yield both periods and mag¬ 

nitudes of limit cycles. The first one is an extension of 

the classical harmonic balance method to second order quan¬ 

tized discrete systems. An important assumption in this 

method is that the phase angle of the assumed solution is 

either zero or one-half of the frequency. The validity of 

the assumption has been considered in some detail and is 

supported by the evidence of the observed limit cycles. The 

second method utilizes a discrete describing function model 

to predict both periods and magnitudes of limit cycles. The 

above assumption for the phase angle is also necessary for 

this method. The mistake White made in [17] is that he 

utilized the conventional describing function for the quan¬ 

tizer. It is noted that the discrete describing function is 

not equivalent to the conventional describing function. 

These two methods are most useful to predict near-harmonic 

oscillations, i.e., limit cycles that resemble sampled 
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sinusoidals. Although the methods have been derived for 

second order systems, they can be extended to higher order 

or nonautonomous systems with some careful considerations 

on the frequencies of the assumed sinusoidal solutions. 

In chapter five, a comparative study of limit cycles 

in different circuit configurations of a digital filter is 

presented. Existences and upper bounds for limit cycles in 

six different block diagrams are compared and an example of 

a third order digital filter is given. It is found that a 

higher order system will more likely oscillate if it is 

realized in the form of combinations of first and second 

order systems. Finally a simple quenching technique is 

suggested to eliminate limit cycles in a quantized discrete 

linear system. 



CHAPTER II 

EXISTENCE AND UPPER BOUNDS 

This chapter deals mainly with problems concerning 

the existence of limit cycles in quantized discrete linear 

systems. The upper bounds on periods and magnitudes of such 

limit cycles come about as a consequence of these fundamen¬ 

tal existence theorems. 

2.1 Existence of Limit Cycles in Second Order 

Autonomous Discrete Systems 

A quantized second order autonomous discrete linear 

system is represented by 

>V2 = Q(a>Vi * bV> C2-1) 

or by 

yn+2 
= Q^n+l) + (2*2) 

in which Q is one of the many quantiz.-.ing functions, such 

as rounding, truncation, or magnitude truncation, a and b 

are reals.' In this thesis, Q is the rounding and is defined 

as 

Q(x) = [x + 0.5q] q (2.3) 

10 
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where [x] is the greatest integer multiple of q smaller 
H 

than or equal to x, and q is called the width of quantiza¬ 

tion. 

The function Q(x) can be represented by a discon¬ 

tinuous curve as in Figure 2.1. 

Fig. 2.1 

It is possible to decompose Q(x) into two functions 

Q(x) = x + e(x) (2.4) 

where e has the graph as in Figure 2.2. 

The nonlinear systems (2.1) and (2.2), with the help 

of equation (2.4), can be written as 
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>V2 = a>Vl + b^n + e ^a^n+l + ^n3 

“ a^n+l + b^n + en+2 (2-53 

yn+2 = a>W + eO>W + + ^n3 

’ ^1 + byn + En+2 ,n+l + en+2,n C2'63 

a 
2. 

-a 
z 

Fig. 2.2 

in which e and £_._,, . called roundoff errors, 

are in the interval (-q/2, q/2) . Systems (2.5) and (2.6) 

may then be regarded as linear systems with bounded ficti¬ 

tious inputs. The systems (2.1), (2.2), (2.5) and (2.6) can 

be represented by block diagrams as follows; In Fig. 2.3. 

Z ^ is an unit dealy, a and b are coefficient multipliers, 

Q is the rounding function, or usually a quantizer, and the 

adders must be double-precision for systems (2.1) and (2.5), 

single-precision for systems (2.2) and (2.6). 
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A eLdth* 

System. «.i) 

Figure 2.3 

It is noted that systems (2.5) and (2.6) can also 

be described by the vector equation [8] 

Y (n+1) = A Y (n) + B e (n) (2.7) 

where 
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J n 

f V 

0 1 ’ 0 ' 

Y (n) = 

y(2) 
9 A = 

b a ^ J 

> B = 

. 1, 
< > 

e (n) = . £n+2 for system (2.5) 

< 

, £n+2,n+l + £n+2,n for system &-6) ■ 

The linear part of the system (2.7) is 

YL(n+l) = A YL(n) (2.8) 

and the difference between Y(n) and Y^(n), usually known as 

quantization error, satisfies the following equation 

v (n+1) = A v (n) + B e (n) (2.9) 

where v (n) = Y (n) - Y^(n). 

It is well known that system (2.8) is stable if and 

only if the eigenvalues of A have a magnitude less than 

unity [19]. Since the fictitious input vector to system 

(2.7) is bounded, i.e., - £[• < e (n) <_ ^ , then if the system 

is stable, all components of the state vector Y(n) are 

bounded. This can be stated in the following theorem. 

Theorem (2.10). If the linear discrete system (2.8) is 

stable, then the quantized system (2.7) is bounded in the 
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sense that all components of state vector are bounded. 

Proof. The general solutions for (2.7) are 

M N-l ■ 
Y(N) = AiN Y(0) +• I A se (N-&-1) 

A=0 

and steady state solutions are (as N -»■ ~) 

N-i . N-l . - 
Y(N) = -l A^Be (N-Jl-1) <_ £ | A^B | f < « Q.E.D. 

A=0 • Jl=0 L 

Corollary (2.11). A least upper bound [13] on quantiza¬ 

tions error y(n) is 

| I |A‘B|, i a=0 

where q = q for (2.5) and q = 2q for (2.6). 

Corollary (2.12). The asymptotic values of Y(N) are bounded 

by the above least upper bound. 

Before proceeding further, a few basic definitions 

are introduced. 

1 2 
Definition (2.13). Let a , a be two independen points 

2 2 
in R . Then the set A of points 
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1 2 
X = u1a + u2a (u.^, u2 integers) 

1 2 
is called a lattice. The set of points a and a is called 

a basis of A^. If a^ = qe^, where e^ is an unit vector, 

i = 1,2, then the lattice is a set of points with coordi¬ 

nates of integral multiple of q, as shown below. 

Figure 2.4 A 2 
q 

Definition (2,14). A discrete phase plane is a lattice 

A^ as shown in Figure 2.4. 

Definition (2.15). A phase trajectory is a sequence of 

points in the discrete phase plane that satisfies a given 

difference equation. 

Definition (2.16). A limit cycle is a finite sequence of 

points, in the discrete phase plane, that recurrently 
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? 
satisfy a given difference equation, i.e., L (p) = 

{Y(l), Y(2),.. . ,Y(p)} is a limit cycle if and only if 

Y(i+1) = F(Y(i),i) and Y(p+i) = Y (i) for all integer i. The 

positive integer p is called the period of the limit cycle. 

The quantity M = max ||Y(i)||* is called the magnitude of 

the limit cycle. 

If p = 1, then the limit cycle degenerates to a 

point called the limit point. The magnitude of a limit 

cycle is at least q, because the trivial solution of (2.7), 

or the origin of the discrete phase plane, is not considered 

as a limit point in this thesis. 

The phase trajectories of a difference equation can 

be constructed, step by step, in the discrete phase plane by 

recursively computing the difference equation. This is il¬ 

lustrated in the following diagram. A horizontal line pass¬ 

ing through the initial given point (y^^ , y^2^) is drawn to 

intersect the line y^^ = y^^ at the point P, the next 

point CY^+2. > 7^+1^ t^ien located with the ordinate y^2^ = 

Q(ay^2) + by^1)) for system (2.5) or y£^ = Q(ay^2^)+ 

Q(by^^) for system (2.6) along the vertical line through P. 

In the parameter plane of a and b, a region called 

the stable region can be defined such that system (2.8) is 

*This is the Chebyshev norm, | |X| | = max{x^, 

j j = 1,2 } . 
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Figure 2.5 

stable, i.e., values of a and b are such that the matrix A 

has all its eigenvalues less than unity. The region of 

linear stability [19] in the parameter plane (a,b) is the 

triangle inscribed by b > - 1 and b +_ a < 1, as is shown 

in Figure 2.6. 
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An existence theorem almost comparable to Jackson's 

concept of a second-order "dead band"* [6], is first given. 

Theorem (2.17). If a and b are in the linear stable 

region of system (2.8), then the solutions of system (2.7) 

enter into either limit cycles or the origin in finite time. 

Proof. The solution of (2.7) for a given initial condi¬ 

tion is unique as is obvious from the definition of the 

function Q [20]. Since the solutions, or the state vectors, 

will move into the bounded region of Corollary (2.12), and 

there is only a finite number of points in the bounded region, 

the system will return to a previous point in finite time. 

In other words, the state vectors will be moving into either 

limit cycles or the origin. Q.E.D. 

The above theorem is different from Jackson's 

heuristic second-order deadband in the sense that the former 

does not indicate the maximum possible magnitude of limit 

cycles while the latter does. This theorem applies to all 

quantized linear stable systems, and, hereafter, system (2.8) 

*Jackson hypothesized that if b > b^, where b^= • ^ 

for K=l,2,3,..., then, the second order system (2.6) with 
a2 < 4b will oscillate with amplitudes lying in a "deadband" 
given by 

D = [-k, kJ 

in which k = [^rg-] and M is integral part of x. 
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is assumed stable and system (2.7) is bounded. 

A stronger existence theorem can be derived with 

one more observation. If a solution of system (2.7) enters 

the origin, i.e., 0 = Q(a*0 + *by ) = Q(byn) or 0 = Q(a*0) + 

Q(byn), then - q/2 <_ by^ < q/2. Hence, if b is not within 

the interval [~2> ^ and as greater than q, then no solu¬ 

tion can enter the origin. 

Theorem (2.18). All solutions (except the trivial solu¬ 

tion) of system (2.7) will enter into limit cycles, if b is 

1 1 not within the interval [- ^ )' 

Proof. If b is not within the interval [- ■j) > then 

there does not exist a yn j> q such that - q/2 <_ byn < q/2. 

Q.E.D. 

This theorem provides a sufficient condition for 

the existence of limit cycles in a class of quantized stable 

linear systems. It also provides a theoretical proof for 

a portion of Jackson’s heuristic results [6], The hatched 

area in the parameter plane (a,b) of Figure (2.6) is the 

region in which system (2.7), will always exhibit limit 

cycles. The other area inside the triangle is the region in 

which system (2.7) may or may not exhibit limit cycles, and 

it is investigated in the following. 
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Since the results are different for system (2.5) 

and system (2.6), system. (2.5) will be first discussed and 

then system (2.6). 

It is intuitively felt that if a and b are such that 

the eigenvalues of A of system (2.8) are less than /l/2, 

then the solutions of (2.5) will be decreasing to zero. In 

other words, the smaller triangle inscribed by -1/2 < b and 

b + a < 1/2 in Figure (2.7) is believed to be the region in 

which no limit cycles of system (2.5) can exist. 

Figure 2.7 

Theorem (2.19). If a and b are in the cross-hatched 

region of Figure (2.7), then there do not exist limit cycles 

in system (2.5). 

The proof is lengthy and therefore left in Appendix. 
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The region not mentioned in Theorem (2.18) and 

Theorem (2.19) is the region in which existence of limit 

cycles depends on initial condition. All above are sum¬ 

marized in the following diagram. 

is the region in which system (2.5) always exhibits 

limit cycles, , region in which no limit cycles can 

exist, and , region in which limit cycles, depending 

on initial condition, may or may not exist. 

The counterpart of Theorem (2.19) for system (2.6) 

is stated below and the proof is also lengthy and left in 

Appendix. 

Theorem (2.20). If a and b are in the cross-hatched 

region of Figure (2.9), then there do not exist limit 
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cycles in system (2.6) 

Figure 2.9 

In summary, V////, of Figure 2.9 is the region in 

which system (2.6) exhibits limit cycles is the re¬ 

gion in which no limit cycles can exist, and □ is the 

region where some limit cycles exist. This is different 

from Jackson's heuristic result which claims system (2.6) 

will always exhibit limit cycles for a and b not in the 

cross-hatched region 

This concludes the discussion on existence theorems 

of limit cycles in autonomous second order stable linear 

discrete systems. 
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2.2 Upper Bounds on Magnitudes and Periods of 

Limit Cycles in Second Order System 

Let the least upper bound of Corollary (2.11) be 

M0 = | l lA^B[ 

and also let be the nearest integer multiple of q of MQ, 

i. e. 

— oo 

= 3. {nearest integer of( J |A^B|)/q} . 
1 z £=0 

From Corollary (2.12) it is obvious the steady state 

solutions of (2.7) are bounded by M^. If the steady solu¬ 

tions are limit cycles, then 

Theorem (2.21). The maximum possible magnitude of limit 

cycles in system (2.7) is M^. 

Note that the maximum magnitude of limit cycles is 

proportional to q, hence, it can be made arbitrary small by 

decreasing q, the width of quantization. 

It is also obvious that there is only a finite num¬ 

ber of points in the discrete phase plane bounded by 

(2M^ x 2M^) square. This leads to the following theorem. 
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# 

Theorem (2.22). The maximum possible period of limit 

2 cycles in system (2.7) is (2M^) . 

The actual periods of observed limit cycles are 

generally much less than the maximum possible value. In 

fact, if there exist two limit cycles of the same period, 

then the maximum possible period will be just one-half of 

(2M1)2. 

2.3 Existence and Upper Bounds of Limit Cycles in 

Higher Order and Nonautonomous Systems 

An n^ order nonautonomous linear discrete system 

can be represented in state variable form by 

XL(k+l) = A XL(k) + D ir(k) 

(2.23) 

YL(k) = CT XL(k) + fT ir(k) 

where X^(k) is an n-vector, A is an n x n constant matrix, 

D is an n x m matrix, ir(k) is an m-vector representing 

system excitation, and Y^(k) is the system output. The in¬ 

troduction of quantizers* into the above system results in 

system S 

*As shown in Figure (2.3). 
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X(k+1) = A X(k) + D ir(k) + Bqi (k) 

Y(k) = CTX + fT ir(k) + gT qj(k) 

(2.24) 

where the s-vector qj(k) represents roundoff associated with 

each quantizer. The elements of B may be determined by 

replacing each quantizer by a summing junction at which an 

input sequence q^(k) is applied and then writing the state 

transition equations. The components of q(k) must satisfy 

for all k 

h. h. 
- 2^ < q±(k) <_■—■ , i = 1,2,...,s (2.25) 

"til where h^ is the width of quantization of the l quantizer. 

In analogy to Theorem (2.10) for second order sys¬ 

tems, the following is for n1"*1 order systems. 

Theorem (2.26). If system (2.23) is stable and the input 

sequence is bounded in the sense that all components of 

ir(k) are bounded for all lc, then the state X(k) and the out¬ 

put of system (2.24) are bounded. 

Proof. The general solutions for (2.24) are 

N N-l o N-l’ 
X(N) = A X(0) + • I A^D ir(N-A-l)+ £ A B qi(N-A-l) 

1=0 A=0 
(2.27) 
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and the steady state solutions (N very large) are 

m N-l 
X(N) = l ( l A£d ) r.(N-A-l) 

j=l 1=0 

s N-l ' 
+ l ( I A£b ) q.(N-A-l) (2.28) 

i=l & = 0 1 1 

til where r.(k) is the j component of input vector lr(lc), d. 
** th th 

is the j column of the matrix D, q^(k) is the i of the 
■f" Vi 

s quantizers, and is the i column of the n x s matrix 

B. Since the matrix A has eigenvalues of magnitude less 

than unity, X(N) is bounded as N approaches infinity. Y(N), 

the output, is then also bounded. Q.E.D. 

Corollary (2.29). X(N), as N approaches » , is bounded 

by 

m ~ „ s ~ h, 
M0 = l Cl |A£d. |)5. + 1(1 I A£b. |) — , where 

U j=l £=0 J 3 i=l H=0 1 £ 

h. 
1Y j (k) | 1 and | q± (k) 1 <_ ^ * 

As the class of bounded sequences is very broad, 

only the constant and periodic sequences will be considered 

as input sequences in this thesis. 
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Theorem (2.30). If the input sequence is a non-zero 

constant sequence and system (2.23) is stable, then the 

solutions (states) of system (2.24) are ultimately periodic 

(limit cycles). 

Proof. The states (vectors) of system (2.24) are even¬ 

tually bounded in a region in the n-dimensional discrete 

phase space An. There are only finitely many states (vectors) 

in the bounded region in An. Hence, during the constant 

input sequence, the system will sooner or later return to a 

previous state (vector). If the system is in state T at 

both times t^ and t^, it will be in the same state T' at 

both t^ + 1 and t£ + 1 (since the same input and the same 

state generate the same next state), and in this fashion a 

periodicity is established. Q.E.D. 

More generally, the same argument can be used to 

prove 

Theorem (2.31). If the input sequence to system (2.24) 

is periodic and system (2.23) is stable, then the solutions 

(states) of (2.24) are ultimately periodic (limit cycles). 

It is noted that the input sequences and the solu¬ 

tion sequences are likely to differ a great deal. However, 

upper bounds on magnitude and periods of limit cycles can be 

obtained from the following corollaries. 
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Corollary (2.52). If the input is a bounded (constant 

or periodic) sequence, then the maximum possible magnitude 
M0 

of limit cycles in system (2.24) is + 0.511]^ where 

MQ is the least upper bound of Corollary (2.29), h = 

min{tu}, and [x] is the integer part of x. 
i 

Corollary (2.33). If the input is a constant sequence 

then the maximum possible period of. limit cycles is (2M^)n, 

where n is the order of the matrix A in (2.24). 

Corollary (2.35). If the input is a periodic sequence 

of period N, then the maximum possible period of limit 

cycles in system (2.24) is N(2M^)n. 

System (2.24) can also be written in'the form 

X (k+1) = F (X (k)) + D ir(k) 

Y(k+1) = G (X (k)) + fT tr(k) 

(2.34) 

If >r(k) is a vector periodic sequence of period N and X(k) 

is also periodic, then the period of X(k) must be as least 

as the period of ir(k) , or more generally, integer multiple 

of N, and the maximum of such integer is (2M^)n. 

Extension of Theorem (2.18) to higher order systems 

results in the following theorem. 
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Theorem (2.34). If a quantized n th order system is 

■ ^al>Wl + a2>W2 +--'+ Vk] 

or 

^ktn = «al>Wl) * QCa2yk+n.2) ■♦...+ QUnyk) 

then, all solutions (except the trivial solutions) will 

enter into limit cycles provided that an does not belong 

to [ - i i ). 

Extension of Theorem (2.19) and Theorem (2.20) to 

higher order systems will be considered in Chapter V. 

This completes the discussion on existence and 

upper bounds on magnitudes and periods of limit cycles in 

quantized stable linear discrete systems with and without 

excitations. 



CHAPTER III 

EXACT SOLUTIONS 

The first four sections of this chapter are devoted 

to a study of limit cycles in quantized second order autono¬ 

mous discrete systems. In section one, general properties 

of limit cycles are discussed. In section two, practical 

upper bounds for limit cycles, which will be used in sec¬ 

tions three and four, are derived. Limit cycles viewed as 

solutions of systems of linear inequalities are presented in 

section three. A direct search type algorithm, which can 

generate the complete set of all the solutions of a given 

system is developed in section four. Results are then 

extended to higher order autonomous and nonautonomous systems 

in the last two sections. 

3.1 Limit Cycles in Second Order Autonomous Systems 

The system under consideration is described in 

Chapter II as 

^n+2 
= * .hyj (2.1) 

or 

Y(n+1) = AY(n) + Ben+2 (2.7) 

31 
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where a, b are within the region of linear stability, and A 

and B are defined as in. Chapter II. 

The above system can also be described by 

Y (n+1) = F (Y (n)) 

in which F 
y. 

(2) 
n 

QOy. 
(2) 
n + by ^) 

'n J 

(3.1) 

? 
F is a mapping from the discrete phase plane A q into itself, 

2 i.e., it takes any point Y(n) e A q and computes another 

2 point Y(n+1) which also belongs to A q. An equivalent 

representation of system (3.1) shows, by means of nodes and 

directed branches, how a successor is assigned by the func¬ 

tion F to a predecessor in Figure 3.1. This representation 

is usually referred as a signal flow graph. 

Yen) 

YCn+2) 

Figure 3.1 

Let ft be the set of all limit cycles of the system 
2 

(3.1) in the two dimensional discrete phase plane A q. Be¬ 

fore showing a simple but important fact about ft, two defi¬ 

nitions are introduced. 
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Definition (3.2). A limit cycle is isolated if it is 

not accessible from points other than the points in the 

limit cycle. 

The signal flow graph for an isolated limit cycle 

is shown in Figure 3.2. The set of all isolated limit 

cycles of a given system is denoted by 

Figure 3.2 

Definition (3.3). A limit cycle is asymptotic if it is 

accessible from points other than the points of the limit 

cycle, and these points not belonging to the limit cycle are 

called branch points. 

The signal flow graph for an asymptotic limit cycle 

is shown in Figure 3.3. The set of all asymptotic limit 

cycles in a given system is denoted by fl 
cl 

Figure 3.3 
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Theorem (3.4). ft is the union of two disjoint sets 

ft, and ft„. b a 

This theorem is an obvious consequence of the defi¬ 

nitions above. 

The difference between isolated and asymptotic limit 

cycles can be expressed in many equivalent ways. This is 

the substance of the following theorem, wherein the state¬ 

ments hold for the former but fail for the latter. 

Theorem (3.5). The following six conditions are equiva¬ 

lent . 

1. The limit cycles in the signal flow graph have no 

branch points. 

2. Every point has one and only one predecessor as 

well as one and only one successor. 

3. Distinct points have distinct successors. 

4. The mapping of {ft }* into {ft > is one-to-one. 

5. The mapping of {ft } into {ft } is onto. 
3. cl 

6. The mapping of {ft } into'{ft } is a permutation of 
cl cL 

<v- 

*{fta> is the set of all lattice points of all the 

limit cycles in fta . 
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The above conditions are obviously equivalent, since 

they express the same geometric fact about the signal flow 

graph in Figure 3.2. 

A few simple properties of the limit cycles will be 

investigated below. Let L2(p) = {Y(l), Y (2) ,.. . ,Y (p)} be 

? 
a limit cycle of period P, and Y(i) e A q. Since the func¬ 

tion Q is symmetric except at the discontinuous points , 

a simple observation is the following. 

Assertion (3.6). If L (p) is a limit cycle in the sys¬ 

tem (3.1), and if aY(i+l) + bY(i) - Y(i+2) ^ u( ^ ) , 

2 
i=l,2,...,p, where u is a vector integer, then - L (p) = 

{ - Y(l), - y(2),..., -Y(p)} is also a limit cycle for the 

system. 

Based on the observation of the phase trajectories 

of limit cycles, three simple facts are 

2 
Assertion (3.7). All limit points {L (1)} are on the 

line yn+j 
= yn in the discrete phase plane. 

2 
Assertion (3.8). All two-point limit cycles {L (2)} are 

on the lines parallel to yn+^ = - yn in the discrete phase 

plane. 

Assertion (3.9). No limit cycle can have all its lattice 

points in the second or fourth quadrant of the discrete 
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phase plane, i.e., the points in the second or fourth quad¬ 

rant alone can not constitute a limit cycle. 

It is noted in Theorem (3.5) that an asymptotic 

limit cycle must have a branch point. A simple extension 

is the following assertion. 

Assertion (3.10). An asymmetric* asymptotic limit cycle 

of period p has at least one branch point-and not more than 

p branch points, while a symmetric asymototic limit cycle 

of period p has a least two branch points and not more than 

p branch points. • 

The above results, except Assertion (3.6) are also 

valid for the following system described in Chapter II as 

or 

Y (n+1) = F' (Y (n)) 

in which F
F y (2) 

n 

Q(ay^2))+ Qtby^) 

(2.2) 

(3.11) 

Assertion (3.6) will be also valid for system (3.11), 

if the condition, aY(i+l) + bY(i) - Y(i+1) f u( ^ ) , is 

*A limit cycle is symmetric, if its lattice points 
are symmetric with respect to the origin of the discrete 
plane. If a limit cycle is not symmetric, then it is 
asymmetric. 
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replaced by aY(i+l) - Q(aY(i+l)) i w^( ^ ) and bY(i) - 

Q(bY(i)) f w2 ^ 2" where w^ and w2 are two vector-valued 

integers. 

In later discussions, a and b, if not otherwise 

specified, are in the region of linear stability. 

3.2 Practical Upper Bounds 

— oo 

The least upper bound U = 9- \ |A^B| of Corollary 
L 1=0 

(2.10) can not in general be analytically evaluated. The 

difficulty lies in the summation of absolute value of the 

impulse response of the system (2.8) which is the linear 

part of either (2.1) or (2.2). Hence, the upper bound U 

will be evaluated approximately in the following. 

The general solutions for systems (2.1) and (2.2) 

are 

„ _ 1 ■ r r n+2 n+2 ■*„ e n+2 n+2-* 
At 2 - 5^57 <C°1 °2'°2 “l^O + C®2 -°1 2 U1 

. ( n+1 n+1.. f^ , n n-. 
(a2 "al )e C-2) + (a2-01) e (3) 

2 2 
+ . . . + (C^-CT-^) e (n+1) + (a2_ai) e (n+2) ) 

in which yg, y^ are two initial conditions, and are 

2 
roots of the characteristic equation Z - aZ - b = 

(Z-0^)(Z-02) = 0, and e(i) equals for system (2.1), 
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equals ei+1>i+1 
+ ei + 2 ± £or system (2.2) and £±+2> 

ei+2 i+i» ei+2 i are within the interval [- . 
*1 A 

If the roots are complex, i.e., = peJ and 02 = 

— 1 Q 
pe J , and p < 1, then the asymptotic solutions are (N -> <») 

yN+2 = P 
N sin(N+l) 6 

sin0 e(2) N-l sin N9 
)
 sine e(3) 

+ + P 
sin 2 9 
sine e(N+1) + e(N+2) 

The bound on y^+2 is 

(3.12) 

i N 

I yN+2 I - lim I iTne" I P1 sin ( (i+1) e) e(N+2-i)| 
N->« i=0 

£L N 

1 iim | rfrrg |. I pX| sin(i + l)e| . (3.13) 
N->~ i=0 

The right-hand side of the above inequality is ex¬ 

actly the second component of the least upper bound U. An 

approximate value for the upper bound can be derived by 

letting |sin(i+l)e| = 1. This upper bound, u^,then is 

_SZ2_ l pi . _I/2_ _I_ (3.14) 

|sine| i=0 |sine[ 1-p 

u^ is generally too pessimistic in the sense that actual 

upper bound on y^j is much less than u^. Another upper bound 
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which is smaller than u^ and will be used in later sec¬ 

tions as a practical upper bound on y^, is derived by using 

some other approximations. 

Let an arbitrary y^+2 the first value that is 

smaller than the upper bound i.e., 

lyN + 2 = |- P 
N+2 sin(N+l) 9 + N+l sin (N+2) 6 

sine y0 p sine 

N sin(N+l)e , sin2e ,AU1^ 
+ p sine *■■■* p IW c(N+1) 

+ e (N+2) 

< P 
N+2 y0 N+l yl 

sine sm6 
N q/2 

sine 

i N-1 q/ 2 | ^ i + lp tliTe I >p 
q/2 
sine 

q/2 
sine 

= u, 

y^+2 must be also smaller than ^, i.e., 

N+31 = - P 
N+3 sin (N+2)6 + N+2 sin(N+3)e 

sine y0 sine y- 

N+l sin(N+2)e ^ , N sin(N+l)6 
> —tiM2- +p  iiHe—e(3) 

+ + P 
sin26 
sine e (N+2) + e (N+3) | 

< 
N+3 ' y0 | + | N+2 yl 

p sine ' 'p sine 
N+! q/2 

sine 
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+ q/2 
sine + 1q/2| 

= p U2 + q/2 < U2 

U2 is thus obtained 

U2 - ‘ (3.15) 

It is clear that (3.15) is smaller than (3.14) by 

a factor of 11/sin ©|. Though (3.15) is not the least upper 

bound, it is easy to compute and will be referred as the 

practical least upper bound and be used in sections three 

and four to derive the set of all limit cycles in a given 

system. 

Similar results are summarized for roots that are 

not complex in the following. 

1) real but unequal roots, i.e., (Z-a^)(Z-c^) = 0 

and I cr I > I cr 2 I > 0 

U1 = 
q/2 

(|-k1|)(|a1-a2|) 

U2 = 
q/2 

1- cr- 

2) real but equal roots, (Z-a) 

(3.16) 

0 
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u 1 
q/2 ' 

[l-M(l-An|ff|)](*n|o|) 

u 2 
q/2 

1-(l-in|c|)I a| 
(3.17) 

An example that shows the difference between , u2, 

and the heuristic deadband of Jackson [6] is given below. 

The system is yn+2 = Q(ayn+1) + Q(byn) with a = 

1.833, b = - 0.98. The upper bounds are 

u =  3Z?  = 260 q 
x
 (1-0.99)-0.378 

u7 = -9^  = 100 q 
Z 1-0.99 

and 

Jackson's deadband = ■ = 25 q . 
l-|b| 

Since Jackson's heuristic deadband is not an upper 

bound, and u2 is much smaller than u^, u2 will be regarded 

as a practical upper bound on the magnitudes of limit cycles 

in the given system. 

3.3 Systems of Linear Inequalities 

Limit cycles.in system (2.1) can be viewed as the 

solutions to systems of linear inequalities. This is made 
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clear and precise in the next theorem. For simplicity, the 

quantization width q is assumed to be unity in this section. 

Theorem (3.18). The sequence of integers, L(p) = 

{yi,y2>••*>Yp)> is a periodic solution (limit cycle) to the 

system (2.1) if and only if the following system of linear 

inequalities 

- 1/2 < - byx - ay2 + y3 <. 1/2 

- 1/2 < - by2 - ayj + y4 <. 1/2 

- 1/2 < - byp_x ayp + y1 < 1/2 

- 1/2 < - byp - scy1 + y2 <_ 1/2 

(3.19) 

is satisfied. 

This theorem is exactly the Definition (2.14) writ- 

2 
ten in scalar form, and the relationship between L (p) and 

L(p) is that 

Y (i) = 
Yi 

Yi+l 

2 
L (p) and L(p) will then be used interchangeable and equiva¬ 

lently, and both will be called limit cycles. 
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The next question is how to solve the above in¬ 

equalities (3.19) for integral solutions for y^'s. Exis¬ 

tence of solutions for (3.19) is partially answered by a 

theorem by Minkowski [21] who was concerned with the prob¬ 

lem: under which circumstances does the p-dimensional point 

set M contain a point with integral coordinates not all zero. 

This famous theorem is stated beloxv and the proof can be 

found in [21]. 

Theorem (Minkowski) (3.20). If 5^, ^2,***,^n are ^lomoSe_ 

neous linear forms in x , i.e., 

5 = a ,x,+a 0x0+...+a x , r = 1,2,..., n r rl 1 r2 2 m n’ * * * 

with real coefficients and determinent A = 0, i.e., 

A = 

all a12   aln 

■h 0 
anl an2   ann 

and X, ^2 > • • • ,>^n 
are positive real numbers and 

^1^ 2’*’'V —1^1 

then there are integers x^, X2»...,xn, not all zero, for 

which 

n 
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The inverse of this theorem is not true in general, 

hence, not all solutions of (3.19) can be detected. 

Not only the existence of solutions but also the 

exact solutions are of interest. A computational method 

using integer programming is then introduced. Integer pro¬ 

gramming algorithms which are usually tedious can be found 

in [22]. 

The procedure using integer programming to find all 

limit cycles of (3.19) consists of the following steps: 

1. Compute the upper bound N on periods by using 

(3.15) or the equivalent. 

2. Let p be an integer in between 1 and N. The 

integer program for limit cycle of period p is 

max z = y^ 

subject to - 1/2 < - by^ - ay2 + y^ £ 1/2 

- 1/2 <-byp - ayx + y2 £ 1/2 

in which y^’s are integers. 

3. Apply one of the algorithms in [22] to the above 

program. 

4. If the optimum solution is not trivial, then it is 

a limit cycle to (3.19). Since solutions of 
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(3.19) can also be visualized as p-dimensional 

lattice points inside the p-dimensional convex 

body of (3.19), the optimum solution is then an 

extremal lattice point. Let the optimum value 

■ of z be ¥ and let M be the p-dimensional lattice 

bounded by the p-dimensional cubic ( zx zx. .. x¥), 

where (z x z x..,x z) is the Cartisian produce of 

z. Verify all lattice points in M to see if they 

satisfy (3.19). All lattice points that.satisfy 

(3.19) are limit cycles of period p for the given 

system. Return to step 2. 

5. If the optimum solution is trivial, then no limit 

cycles of period p exist in the system. Return 

to 2. 

6. Exhaust all possible values for p. The complete 

set of limit cycles is thus obtained. 

For p small, the above method is practically useful 

If p is large, then this method is only of theoretical 

interest. 

For example, let a and b in system (2.1) be 1.833 

and -0.98 respectively. Applying the above procedure, the 

following are obtained. 

1. N = (100)2. 

2.. Let p = 1. 
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max y^, subject to - 1/2 < - by^ - ay^ + y^ <_ 1/2 

and y^ is an integer. 

3. By direct computation, y^ is found to satisfy 

-1/2(1-a-b) < yx £ l/2(l-a-b). 

4. The optimum solution y^ = 3, and other limit 

points are 2,1,-1,-2,-3. 

5. If p = 2, limit cycles can also be easily obtained. 

When p becomes larger, computation becomes tedious 

and difficult. 

The above discussion for system (2.1) is also valid 

for system (2.2). First of all, the counterpart of Theorem 

(2.18) for system (2.2) is stated below. 

Theorem (3.21). The sequence of integers, L(p) = 

{y^, y2»...,y } is a periodic solution to system (2.2) if 

and only if the following system of linear inequalities 

- 1/2 < - by1 " 
z
2 

+ y3 - 1//2 

- 1/2 < - ay2 + z2 5. 1/2 

- 1/2 < - by^ - 23 + y4 < 1/2 

- 1/2 < - + Z3 
< 1/2 
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- 1/2 < - byp_1 - zp + y1 < 1/2 

- 1/2 < - ay + z < 1/2 
7P P - 

- 1/2 < - byp - z1 + y2 <. 1/2 

- 1/2 < - ayx + zx <_ 1/2 (3.22) 

is satisfied with z^'s being integers. 

There are 2p inequalities in (3.22) while there are 

only p inequalities in (3.19), therefore, it requires more 

effort to obtain solutions for (3.22). All above results 

for system (2.1) work equally well for system (2.2). 

Let a and b in system (2.2) be 1.833 and -0.98 re¬ 

spectively, the results after applying the integer program¬ 

ming are 

1. N = (200)1 2 3 4 * 6. 

2. Let p = 1. 

max y1? subject to - 1/2 < - by.^ - z^ + <_ 1/2, 

- 1/2 <-ay^ + z^ <_ 1/2, and y^ and z^ are integers. 

3. y^ is found to satisfy - 1/2 < (1-b) y^ - z^ <_ 1/2 

and - 1/2 < - ay^ + z^ <_ 1/2. 

4. The optimum solution y^ = 2,.and other limit points 

are 1, -1, -2. 

6. When p is large, it is very difficult to find solu¬ 

tions . 
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3.4 A Direct-Search Algorithm 

Since the upper bounds on magnitudes and periods 

can be found, it is possible to obtain the complete set of 

limit cycles by iteratively evaluating the given difference 

equation for all possible initial conditions bounded by 

the upper bound. This method will be very tedious but may 

not be so complicated as the integer programs. A direct 

search type algorithm, which is less tedious and takes less 

time than the above method, will be the main topic in this 

section. 

Let L(p) = {y1, y2»...,y } be a limit cycle, then 

y^'s satisfy the given system (2.1) 

^i+2 " ^1+1 + + £i+2 

- yi+p C3.23) 

or system (2.2) 

yi+2 " zi+l + ^i + £i+2,i 

zi+l = ayi+l + ei+2, i+1 

7i - 71+p C3-24) 

in which y^'s are integers in the sense'that they are in¬ 

tegral multiples of q, and e^+2> ei+2 i an<^ ei+2 i+1’ 
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round off errors are within the interval (-q/2, q/2]. 

The above two equations (3.23) and (3.24) mean that 

given y^ and y^+-^, there exists one and only one y^+and 

ei+2’ eu+2,i* ei+2,i+1 must be within C-q/2, q/2]. They can 

be rewritten in another form. (3.23) becomes 

yi “ F yi+2 ' f yi+l ' “l/' C3.25) 

and (3.24) becomes 

= 

1 
F y,- i+2 

1 
b 'i+1 

'i+2 ,i 

zi+1 = ay,., + e. i+1 i+2,i+1 
(3.26) 

Since y^, y^+1, and y^+2 are in the limit cycle, given y^+2 

and y^+^, there exists one and only one y.. And therefore 

- —g— and —^^ must be also within (-q/2, q/2]. The 

conclusion is 

Theorem (3.27). If L(p) is a limit cycle in system (2.1), 

then the roundoff errors e^'s are within the interval 

[-qb/2, qb/2) for b > 0, and within (qb/2, -qb/2] for b < o. 

Theorem (3.28). If L(p) is a limit cycle in system (2.2), 

then the roundoff errors . *s satisfy the above conti- 
i+2,i J 

tions for e^'s. 
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Let L(p) be an asymptotic limit cycle in system 

(2.1) or system (2.2), then there exist y| and y^ such that 

yi+2 = <^1+1 + = .^i+l + hy'i - Ei+2 

y±*2= + byp = ^i+i+ fcyi - 
si+2 C3-29) 

or 

yi+2 = QCayi+1) + Q(byi) = ayi+1 + by. 

+ ei+2,i+l + ei+2,i 

yi+2 = QCayi+1) + Q(by!) = ayi+1 + by! 

+ ei+2,i+1 + ei+2,i * (3.30) 

The y!^ can be loosely called a branch point, although the 

lattice point 

is the branch point in the discrete phase plane A4q. 

The difference between the top and the bottom 

equations in either (3.29) or (3.30) is 

7i " yj_ = (e1 (i+2) - e(i+2))/b (3.31) 
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where £ (i+2) = . ei+2 
for system (2.1) 

ei+2,i 
for system (2.2) 

and e1 (i+2) = ei+2 for system (2.1) 

ei+2,i for system (2.2). 

Since e(i,+ 2) is within the interval [- ^ ) 

and e'(i+2) is within (-2/2, q/2], then the bound on y^ - y| 

is 

§ «£ ♦ 3-> - f ♦ fc - fci* 

The difference y^ - y* must be an integer, the above inequal¬ 

ity becomes 

yi " 7i = q + “ 1)] (3.32) 

in which [x] means the integer part of x. Equation (3.31) 

can then be rewritten as 

y± ~ y[ = Kc
l = 1/b (e 1 (i+2) - e (i+2)) (3.33) 

where K is related to b through (3.32). For instance, if 

b is such that K = 1, then there exists only one y£ such 

that |yi - y| | = q and |b | = | e' (i+2) - e (i+2) | ; if K = 2, 

then there exist two y! ' s, such that |y. - yT| = 2q or 
1 1 • 
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|y. - y!| = .q, and j 2b | = |e'(i+2) - e(i+2)|; |b| = |e'(i+2) 

- e(i+2)|. Equation (3.32) is written as a theorem below. 

Theorem (3.34). If all e(i)'s of a limit cycle do not 

satisfy (3.33), then it is an isolated limit cycle. 

An algorithm can then be derived from Theorems 

(3.27), (3.28), and (3.34), and it consists of two parts. 

Part I. Isolated limit cycles 

1. Compute the upper bound N on magnitudes by (3.15) 

or the equivalent. 

2. Assume for yQ, y^, from the possible values 

y^ = N-Jl+1, a = 1,2,...,2N+1 

y^ = N-k+1, k = 1,2,...,2N+1. 

3. 

If all possible values for YQ, y^ 

hausted, then stop. 

For system (2.1), compute e^+2 = 

- ayi+1 - byi, i = 0. 

If there exists some i > o, such 

have been ex- 

Q(ayi+1 + byi) 

that £jL+2 = e
2 

yi+i = yi 311(1 yi = yo» then ty1> y2>"->yi) is 3 
limit cycle of period i, then return to 2. Other¬ 

wise go to 4. 

For system (2.2), compute e^+2 i = QCby^) - by^ and 
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£i+2,i+2 =■ QOyi+P - a>w 1 - 

I£ there exist some i > 0, such that i = £2 0 

and £i+2 ,i+l ‘ s2,l> 311(1 ^i+l = y.l> “ y0’ 
then 

{y-^, yQ,...5yi> is a limit cycle of period i, then 

return to 2. Otherwise go to 4. 

4. Verify whether e-,0 (e-^o -) is within the interval 

of theorem (3.27) (theorem (3.28)). If it is not, 

then return to 2. Otherwise 

5. Verify whether £j,+2 (ei+2 P satisfies Equation 

(3.33), i.e., verify whether there exists a y| 

such that (3.33) is satisfied. If it is, then re¬ 

turn to 2, otherwise, return to 3 with i increased 

by 1. 

6. Add up all the limit cycles obtained in 3. 

Part II. Asymptotic limit cycles 

1, 2. Same as those of Part I. 

3. Compute e±+2 = Q(ayi+1 + byt) - ayi+1 - by±, i = 0, 

for system (2.1); ei+2ji = QCt>y±) - by± and ei+2ji+1 

= Q(ayi+1) - ayi+1, i = 0, for system (2.2). 

4. If e^+2 Cor ei+2 i^ not within the interval of 

Theorem (3.27), then return to 2, otherwise 

5. If e^+2 (ej_+2 does not satisfy Equation (3.33), 

then return to 3 with i increased by 1, otherwise 
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6. Let = ei+2 (ei+2 p > and is defined as 

fi-) ’ fi-N') zero. I£ e^+2 ecluad t0 £jn+2 * f°r some integer 

N, and y. , = y . and y. = y , then {y , y , n , 
* 'i+l 'm+1 '1 'm’ /m> /m+l> 

. . . , yi_1> is a limit cycle o£ period i - m, other¬ 

wise, return to 3 with i, j both increased by 1. 

7. Add up all the limit cycles obtained in 6. 

The complete set of limit cycles is the sum of the 

limit cycles obtained in Part I and Part II. Computational 

efforts are saved in the sense that, instead of evaluating 

a complete sequence each time from a set of initial condi¬ 

tions to a final limit cycle, only part of the complete 

sequence is evaluated for the initial conditions. 

Consider an example of system (2.1). Let a = 1.833 

and b = - 0.98, then the interval of Theorem (3.27) is 

(-0.49q, 0.49q] and Equation (3.33) becomes 

q|b| = lq+2 ■ Ei+21• 

The interval and the above equation are depicted in 

the following diagram. 

It is clear that if is within (bq + 0.5q, - bq 

- 0.5q], then (3.33) is not satisfied. The interval (-0.49q 

-0.48q] U(0.48q, 0.49q) is the interval wherein can 

satisfy Equation (3.33). 
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-a49c| 
0.4 91 

0 4 ^6 
r1 

- b^- o.5<i 

Figure 3.4 

For instance, let N in step 1 of the above algorithm 

be 3, then the isolated limit cycles are: {1}, {2}, {3}, 

{0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 4, 3, 2, 1, 0, -1, -2, -3, -4, -4, -3, -2, 

-1>, {0, 2, 4, 5, 5, 4, 2, 0, -2, -4, -5, -5, -4, -2}, {-1, 

2, 5, 7, 8, 8, 7, 5, 2, -1, -4, -6, -7, -7, -6, -4},{2, 6, 9, 

11, 11, 9, 6, 2, -2, -2, -6, -9, -11, -11, -9, -6, -2}, and 

the asymptotic limit cycles is {1, 3, 5, 6, 6, 5, 3, 1, -1, 
* 

-3, -5, -6, -6, -5, -3, -1} . 

This section is concluded with the following theorem 

which is an extension of Theorems (3.27) and (3.34). 

Theorem (5.35). If - 1/2 <_ b < 1/2, then the limit cycles 

in system (2.1) are asymptotic. 



3.5 Limit Cycles in Autonomous Higher Order Systems 

The higher order systems under consideration are 

yn+k+l = ^alyn+k + a2yn+k-l + ,',+ Vk+P (3.36a) 

yn+k+l = Q^alW + ^a2yn+k-l) 
+"* + 

Q(an
yk+l) • (3.36b) 

The vector equations for the above systems are 

Y(k+1) = Fd(Y(k)) 

Y(k+1) = Fs(Y(k)) 

(3.37a) 

(3.37b) 

in which Y(k+1) = yCD yk+l 

y(2) yk+l 

y(n) yk+l 

is a n-dimensional vector, 

Fd(Y(k)) = 
tf5 
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Fc(Y(k)) = 

Yi 
(n) 

Q(alykn) + Ci(a2ykn'1)) + •‘WVk1’) 

Definitions (3.2) and (3.3), Theorems (3.4) and 

(3.5), and the signal flow graph representation are still 

valid for systems (3.37a) and (3.37b) with Y(k) being a 

lattice point in the n-dimensional discrete space Anq. A 

limit cycle denoted by Ln(p) = (Y(l), Y(2),..., Y (p)} is 

then a sequence of lattice points in Anq. 

Equations (3.36a) and (3.36b) can be rewritten as 

^n+k+1 " al^n+l< + a2^n+k-l + "’,+ an^k+l 

+ en+k+l (3.38a) 

>Wl = ^n+k + a2^n+k-1 +**-+ Vk+1 

+ en+k+l,n+k + "* + e
n+k+l,k+l (3.38b) 

in which en+k+1 and e
n+xc+1 >n+k-i’ 1=0>•••> n_1> are within 

r. a a I 
^ 2 ’ 2 J ’ 

The upper bound on yn+i<+^ can be determined by using 

the results of section 2.3 and section 3.2 of this thesis. 
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Theorem (3.18) is valid for system (3.36a) with the 

system of linear inequalities (3.19) modified to 

- 1/2 < - Vi ' an-ly2 " . . . + V
 I PI 1/2 

- 1/2 < - V2 ' an-ly3 " . . • + \ 
yn+l £ 1/2 

- 1/2 < - 
Vp-1 " an-lyp -2 

. . .+ y n-2 - 1/2 

- 1/2 < - 
Vp ■ an- lyl - . . . + yn-l <_ 1/2 (3.39) 

In the i same fashion, Theorem (3.21) can l >e extended 

system (3. 36b) • 

- 1/2 < - Vi ■ z2(1) - z (1) 3 y < 1/2 

- 1/2 < - an-ly2 * < 1/2 

- 1/2 < - an-2y3 -S11 < 1/2 

- 1/2 < - V2 ' 42) -z (2) 
4 “ . . . + yn+l— 1/2 

- 1/2 < - 
Vly3 + Z

3
2) < 1/2 



- 1/2 < - anyp - zp) - zp0 -...+ yn_1< 1/2 

- 1/2 < - an_1y1 + zp^ £ 1/2 

- 1/2 < - aiyn_2 + zg
J_2) ' <1/2.(3.40) 

The integer-programming method suggested in section 

3.3 can be applied to (3.39) and (3.40) in the same way as 

it was applied to (3.19) and (3.22). 

The algorithm developed in the last section can be 

applied to systems (3.38a) and (3.38b) with appropriate 

dimensional changes. 

3.6 Limit Cycles (Periodic Solutions) in 

Nonautonomous Systems 

The second order nonautonomous system 

yJ_o = Q( ay + by )+x,0 (3.41) 7n+2 7n+l }nJ n+2 v J 

will be first studied. Two equivalent forms for (3.41) are 

yJ_o = ayJ_,+by + eJ_0+x.0 (3.42) 7n+2 •’n+l /n n+2 n+2 v J 

and 

Y (n+l) = Fd(Y(n)) + D(X(n+l)) (3.43) 
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where, en+2 Is within (• a 
2’ 

a 
2 > 

and 

Y (n) = 

 
1 

, Fd(Yn) = YW ' 

(2) 
y QCay^+by^) 

D (X (n+1)) = 

n+2 

If the linear part of (3.42) is stable and xn+2 Is 

a sequence of constant or periodic inputs, then there exist 

limit cycles in the system. The upper bounds on magnitudes 

and periods of such limit cycles have been studied in sec¬ 

tion 2.3. 

An extension of Theorem (3.18) to system (3.41) is 

the following theorem. 

Theorem (3.44). The sequence of integers L(p) = 

{y^, y2 ,•••, y } is a limit cycle in system (3.41), if and 

only if the following system of linear inequalities is 

satisfied. 

- 1/2 < - by1 - ay2 + y3 - x3 < 1/2 

- 1/2 < - by2 - ay3 + Y4 " £ 1/2 
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- 1/2 < - byp_ ^ - ayp 
+ Y1 ~ ^ £ 1/2 

- 1/2 < - byp - ay1 
+ " x2 — l/2 (3.45) 

in which x^, i = 1, 2,..., m is an input sequence and p is 

an integral multiple of m. 

Another second order nonautonomous system under 

consideration is 

yn+2 - QCayn+1) + QCbyn) - xn+2 (3.46) 

Equivalent forms for (3.46) are 

^n+2 a^n+l + ^^n + en+2,n+l + en+2,n 

+ x n+2 (3.47) 

and. 

Y(n+1) = F (Y(n)) + D(X(n+l)) (3.48) 

where 

Fs (Y (n)) (2) 
n 

(ayf2b + QCby^15) 

The counterpart of (3.45) for system (3.46) is 
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- 1/2 < - by^ “ 

z2 + ^3 “ 

x3 — 1/2 

- 1/2 < - ay2 + z2 < 1/2 

- 1/2 < - byp - zx + y2 -x2 £ 1/2 

- 1/2 < - ayx + zx <_ 1/2 . (3.49) 

The two methods developed in sections (3.3) and (3.4) 

can be applied to systems (3.41) and (3.46) in the same way 

as they were applied to systems (2.1) and (2.2). 

It is obvious then that the two methods can be ap¬ 

plied to higher order nonautonomous systems, such as 

>Vk+l 
= * Wk-1 *•••* VW 

+ xn+k-l 

and 

>Vk+l ■ +’"+ ^Vk-H5 * xn+k-l • 

In summary, in this chapter basic properties of 

limit cycles in second order autonomous systems have been 

discussed. Two methods for finding exact limit cycles for 

systems (2.1) and (2.2) have been derived. One method has 

utilized the integer programming techniques and the other 
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method is a direct search type algorithm. Then, most of the 

results for systems (2.1) and (2.2) have been extended to 

higher order systems with or without inputs. In other words, 

the two methods, though developed for system (2.1), are ap¬ 

plicable to higher order systems as well. 



CHAPTER IV 

APPROXIMATE SOLUTIONS 

In this chapter approximate analytic solutions for 

a quantized linear discrete system are obtained by using 

methods, namely, harmonic balance and describing function, 

which are originally employed for solving nonlinear differ¬ 

ential equations. An extension to difference equations of 

the classical method of harmonic balance is presented in 

section one and an extension of the results obtained during 

the study of realy sampled-data systems to'nonlinear dis¬ 

crete systems is presented in the next section. 

4.1 Principle of Harmonic Balance 

The idea here is that oscillations in a continuous 

nonlinear system are rarely simple-harmonic functions of 

time but often are periodic or nearly so. In many cases, 

only the component of fundamental frequency is of signifi¬ 

cant amplitude. According to the principle of harmonic bal¬ 

ance, an approximate solution of first-order is obtained if 

only the fundamental component is considered and the solution 

is adjusted to satisfy all terms of fundamental frequency in 

the equation. 

64 
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The application of the harmonic balance method to a 

quantized linear discrete system is essentially similar to 

its application to a continuous system but, unfortunately, 

not straightforward. Some modifications must be made in the 

method. These include changes in the frequencies of oscil¬ 

lations, Fourier series expansion, and the averaging proc¬ 

esses. The details of the development of the method with 

quantized linear discrete systems are presented below. 

The type of equation under consideration is that of 

system (2.5) or system (2.6), i.e. 

yk+2 = Q^k+i * byk’ = ayk+i+ byk 

+ e(ayk+1 
+ b7k) (4.1a) 

or 

yk+2 = 
+ Q(byk) = ayk*l + byk 

+ eCayk+1) + e(byk) (4.1b) 

where e is the saw-tooth function of Figure (2.2) and is 

usually small. 

The steady state approximate solution is assumed to 

be in the form 

y, = A cos uk + B sin wk 
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in which to = cos-1(a/2/F) is the natural frequency of (4.1) 

without the nonlinear terms, and A and B are constants to 

be determined. 

Since it is proved in chapter two that the periods 

of limit cycles in system (4.1) are integral numbers, the 

frequency to must be adjusted so that the period is an in¬ 

teger, i. e. , 

CO 

for 0 < co <_ ir/2 

for TjT < CO < TT 

in which p satisfies 

2{ l } 
CO 

2{ -2- } 

TT CO 

for 0 < co < ir 

for J <_ CO TT 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

and {x} are the nearest integers 

The approximate solution 

below and above x.* 

therefore becomes 

y^ = cos cok + B sin cok (4.4) 

which in fact satisfies the related linear system 

*Remarks on periods are at the end of this section. 
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>V2 - ^k+l + *k = 0 

where a = 2 cos to. 

Systems (4.1a) and (4.1b) can be further written as 

^k+2 ' ahc+l - yk 
+ Ca - a) rk+1 - d + b)/k 

= E(ayk+1 + byk) ... (4.5) 

in which 

Wayk+1+byk) 

e(ayk+l
+byk) for (4.1a) 

e(ayk+l)+e(byk) for (4.1b). 

Now the approximate solution of equation (4.4) is 

substituted into equation (4.5), and since the solution is 

not exact, it will not satisfy the equation identically. 

Thus, a residual or equation error rk is defined as 

rk “ rk(hP = yk+i^-a) - yku+b) 

" E(ayk+i + byk) (4.6) 

As yk is periodic, so are E and rk periodic and of 

the same period p as that of yk- The harmonic balance method 

then requires that the fundamental component of the Fourier 

series expansion of rk be zero, i.e., 
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(4.7) 

(4.8) 

and then the constants A and B are obtained by solving the 

above two equations. 

After some algebraic manipulations, equations (4.7) 

and (4.8) become 

R{(a-a) cos(w+<j>) - (1+b) cos<j>} 

Furthermore, the nonlinear term e can be expanded in a Fourier 

(4.9) 

R{-(a-a) sin(to+<j>) + (1+b) sin <j>) 

(4.10) 

in which 

A = R cos <j> 

B = - R sin <j> 

series as 
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e(x) = 3. I sin . (4.11) 
TT n q ^ n= 1 n 

By substituting (4.11) into (4.9) and (4.10), and using an 

identity of Bessel functions [23], equations (4.9) and 

(4.10) then become 

R{(a-a) cos(o)+<|>) - (1+b) cos <J>> 

00 CO ,n 
f l 1 cosUp+l)* } u n=l £=0 n . p 1 q 

CO 00 

3- y y {j (2—aR) cos (£p+l) (<J>+w) 
* n=l £=0 n Zp 1 q F 

+ JAp+l(2q2bR) cosC£P+1) * 

R{(a-a) sin(({)+oj) - (1+b) sin<j>) 

(4.12) 

oo 00 kn 
1 I I . (Jnp+if

2tlT) si"C*P+1) + > 
n=l £=0 

°° °° r , N n 
£ I I l~L- (JtsinUp+lH*+“0 17 n=l £=0 n -L q 

J£p+1 ^q"^kp) sin(AP+1)$ £p+lv q 
(4.13) 

where J is the Bessel function of order £ of the first kind. 
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The above set of equations is too complicated to 

solve for any meaningful values for R and <j>. One way to 

resolve this difficulty is to find some information about 

<j> beforehand and then solve the equations for R. 

In order to obtain information about <j>, the forms of 

limit cycles must be investigated. First, the limit cycles 

are half-wave symmetric, as required by the assumed sinusoi¬ 

dal solutions; second, the values for <j> will be either zero 

or one-half of u> in all cases. The second observation is 

illustrated in the following for system (4.1a) with positive 

a.. 

Let y^,...,y^ be a segment* of a limit cycle, and 

let y-^ be the largest. The next number y-^+^ must then be 

either equal to. or smaller than y^. Five different cases 

about the relationship between y^+^, y^* 
an<^ y^_^ are to be 

discussed. 

.Case...A‘ yk+i - yk • 

By a segment of a limit cycle, {y^,..., y^+1>, it is meant 

that given a pair of sequential numbers, i.e., (y^+^,y^) or 

(y^,y^+2_) a unique successor y^_^ or yi+2 deterinine(i. 

Symbolically the transformation among the numbers of the 

*It is defined by (4.14). 
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segment is denoted by 

(yi’yi+P = yi+2 and Cyi+2’
yi+P = yi- 

i = 1,..., k-1 . (4.14) 

If yp = yp+1, p <. k, then it is a limit cycle of period p. 

Now that yk+1 = yk> then yk+2 = Cyk,yk+1) - 

(yk+l,yk^ = yk-l’ and consequently, y± = y2k_i+1> i = 1 to k. 

If the period p of a limit cycle is 4m and m is an 

integer, then the limit cycle has the form as shown in 

Figure (4.1) and <j> equals one-half of to. 

Figure 4.1 

On the other hand, when the period p is 4m + 2, the 

form of the limit cycle is shown in Figure 4.2 and <f> equals 

zero. 
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t i 
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3 
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y. \ » / 
v I / 
\ i / 

Figure 4.2 

yk < yk+i < yk-i ■ 
The first half of the above condition leads to 

yk+i = QC
ayk

+byk-i) = yk 
+ QCOD y^by^) < yk. 

If yk yk+1 + 1, then the above inequality becomes 

(a-1) yk 
+ byk_i < - 3/2 . (4.15) 

The second half of the condition leads to 

ayk + (b-1) yk_1 > 1/2 . (4.16) 

All those integer-valued pairs of (yk_^» 

and (4.16) are possible to constitute a limit cycle. Since 

yk is bounded above, the set of all these pairs is finite. 

Usually all the values for yk's of the pairs in the set are 

so large that they exceed the maximum magnitude of the limit 

yk) satisfying (4.15) 
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cycles in a given system, i.e., usually there do not exist 

limit cycles of this kind. This is confirmed by the observa¬ 

tion of limit cycles in the example studied in this thesis. 

One simple way to verify that a pair in the set cannot re¬ 

generate itself by applying to it p times the function Q. 

Case 3. ^k " ^k+i 
= >Vi • 

By using the same argument as that used in Case 1, the form 

of a limit cycle of period 4m is shown in Figure 4.3 and 

<j> equals zero. 

I** 

I *"\ *'•*' 
' 1 \ 

' i \ 

I k 

Figure 4.3 

.. i 
/ 

/ 

/ 

The form for limit cycles of period 4m + 2 is shown in 

Figure 4.4 and § equals one-half of ai 

% 
/ 

/ 

-v / 

I Sl 

1 \ 
\ 

\ 
o 
• I 
\ 
\ 

o 
/ 

/ 
/ 

Figure 4.4 
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?k > >Vl > ^k+l . 

The above conditions result in the following two inequal¬ 

ities 

ayk + (b-1) yk_1 < - 3/2 

yk±>Vi + 2 • 

The same argument as that used in Case 2 is applied and the 

set of limit cycles satisfying the condition is almost 

always empty. 

yk > yk-i > yk+i - yk-2 • 

The inequalities that result from the above conditions are 

- 1 < (0.- i)yk + C f * S)yk.1 < 1 

y* i yk-i + 1 

The solutions for yk and yk_^ are almost always so large 

that there do not exist limit cycles. Further cases, i.e., 

yk+l < yk_2 and so on, will not be considered. The oc¬ 

currence of such kinds of limit cycles is almost impossible, 

i.e., there hardly exist limit cycles of this kind. 

The reason that the conclusions are modest is that 

the upper bound on magnitude of limit cycles is not available 
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in closed form and the explicit relationship between yk and 

yk_^ is not known. But almost all limit cycles can be ob¬ 

tained by assuming 4> = 0 and w/2 and solving (4.9) and (4.10) 

for R. 

The same conclusions as above can be drawn for 

system (4.16). The derivation is almost parallel to that 

for system (4.1a) and therefore is omitted. 

Before studying a specific example, some remarks 

about the periods of limit cycles will be discussed. 

The choice of integer values for p in (4.3) is to 

make (a-a) small so that the inequality 

I(a-a) yk+1 - (1+b) yk| < 1/2 (4.17) 

is satisfied. In fact, instead of the integers, some 

rational numbers that approximate ^ also satisfy equation 

(4.17). The frequency then is 

0) 
2MTT 

N 
(4.18) 

in which M, N are integers and M < N and the period 

becomes 

p = M( ) = N (4.19) 

which means that the N points are distributed in M cycles. 

As the period p becomes large, the minimum value for 
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yk+l = inte2er o£ C + 1) - 1 and yk = yk+1 + 1 also be¬ 

come large and because of this, equation (4.17) may cease 

to be satisfied. The first p such that equation (4.17) is 

not satisfied is an upper bound on the periods, and there¬ 

fore, the set of all possible numbers either integers or 

rationals that approximate if/w is finite, i.e., for a given 

to, the set of integer-valued periods is finite. Usually 

only a few periods are observed. 

As a byproduct of the above analysis, the upper 

bound on periods for a given system is much better (smaller) 

than that given by equation (2.22). 

Equation (4.17) can also provide an upper bound on 

magnitudes of limit cycles, when the period is specified. 

Though this upper bound may not be better than the one given 

in equation (3.15). 

The example under consideration is 

yk+2 = QCl•833 yk+1 - 0.98 yk) 
(4.20) 

The natural frequency of the unquantized system is 

to = cos'^C -ftjA- ) = .38886 radian/sec 
2x .98 

and the periods of limit cycles are 

9 16 
p Z TT *i 

P = [ — ] = 
to 18 



Therefore the frequencies 
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to = 2tr/p = 
ir/8 

IT/9 

radian/sec 

radian/sec 

and 

a 
2 cos TT/8 

< 

2 cos ir/9 

Equation (4.9) and equation (4.10) can be combined 

and then most easily investigated through a graphical con¬ 

struction, i.e., equation (4.9) and equation (4.10) become 

R{(a-a)^ + (l+b)^ - 2(a-a)(l+b) cos to)^^ 

? P"1 ? 
= l E(T cos (tolc+ 4>)) cos tok) ^ 

P v=i 

+ ( l E (Tcos ((ok+<J>))sin(u)k) ) ^ 
k=l 

and curves are plotted for the left hand side and the right 

hand side of the above equation as a function of R. The in¬ 

tersections of these curves determine solutions for R. 

Curves for this example for p = 16 and (j> = 0 are shown in 

Figure 4.5. 

Since there are too many intersections, not all 

intersections for R are such that y, = R cos(wk+<J>) will be 
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a valid approximate solution for y^. By y^ is a valid ap¬ 

proximate solution to yk, it is meant that y^ satisfies 1) 

Zy. = nearest integer of yk and 2) {ZjJ k=l,.. ., — } is a 

limit cycle in system (4.20). The final step of the method 

then is to verify whether or not y^ is a valid approximate 

solution. Two R's such that y^'s are valid approximate 

solutions for the example are 12.90, and 15.2. 

With proper assumption on frequencies and phase 

angles the harmonic balance method can be extended to higher- 

order and non-autonomous systems. 

Some information about frequencies and phase angles 

can be obtained from the essential assumption that a quan¬ 

tized system will behave more or less like an unquantized 

linear system. In this way the method can provide solutions 

that are near-harmonic oscillations. 

4.2 Describing Function Method 

The describing function method [24] is a powerful 

technique for investigation of sustained nonlinear oscilla¬ 

tions in continuous systems. Actually, the method is a spe¬ 

cial mechanization of the principle of harmonic balance for 

feedback systems. Chow [25] and Korshunov [26] have applied 

the method to relay sampled-data systems, and their describ¬ 

ing functions were cumbersome and certainly not easy to apply. 

Direct extension of their describing functions for relays to 
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quantizers is impractical, and therefore the discrete de¬ 

scribing function defined in [19] is employed to extend the 

method to quantized discrete systems. 

The system under consideration consists of a linear 

-1 - ? discrete system H(Z) = -aZ - bZ and a quantizer Q, as is 

shown in Figure 4.6. 

H(z) U 

U. 

Figure 4.6 

The equation for the above system is described as 

^k+2 = + ^ ' 

The approximate solution' is assumed to be in the 

form 

y^. = R cos (wk+<j>) 

in which co = 2ir/p, p is an even integer*, and <}> equals zero 

or one-half of to.* 

*Remarks on periods and phase angles in the previous 
section are applicable here. 
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A sufficient condition for the existence of sus¬ 

tained oscillations [19] is 

H(z) Q(z) I = - 1 (4.24) 
* i to z=eJ 

or equivalently 

phase condition: < Q(joj) + < H(ju>) = ir (4.25) 

amplitude condition: |Q| = 1/|H| (4.26) 

in which Q(z), the discrete describing function, is defined 

as 

Q(Z) = (Z-transform of the fundamental component 

of Fourier series expansion of output)/(Z- 

transform of the sinusoidal input) 

= (Complex amplitude of fundamental component of 

Fourier series expansion of output)/(Complex 

amplitude of the sinusoidal input) 

and <Q(jw) is the phase shift of Q at frequency oi. 

The phase condition will be further investigated, 

and as a result of this, frequencies of oscillations are 

obtained. 

It is obvious that if the y^'s are large, then the 

difference between y^ and Q(y^) is small and the describing 

function Q is almost unity. Usually the phase shift <Q is 



very small, but the maximum phase shift does occur when 

Q(y^) < y^ in the first quarter period and Q(y^) < y^ in 

the second quarter. This is illustrated in Figure 4.7. 

Let L(4M) = {y^,...,y^> be a limit cycle of peri 

4M, then the minimum of the amplitude is M and 

< (M- ^ ) cos(a)k+(j)) 

(M+ ) cos(wk+(|)) 

k=0,...,M-1 

k=M,...,2M-1 . 

The fundamental cosine and sine components of the Fourier 

series expansion of x^'s are 

c 1 

M-l 
l (M- 3- ) cos(a>k+<}>) cos(tok+<j>) 
lc=0 z 
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2M- 1 
+ • £ (M + S- ) cos(wk+<j>) cos (tok+<j>) } = M 
k=M z 

, M-l 
d-, I CM" §• ) cos(wk+$) sin((ok+<j>) 
1 11 k=0 Z 

2M- 1 
+ J (M+ ) cos (iol<+6) sin(tok+(j>)} = - q . 

k=M z 

Hence the phase shift of Q is 

I < Q| < q/ JM2 + q2 . (4.28) 

For limit cycles of period 4M + 2, inequality (4.28) is also 

true with M replaced by M + L. The phase shift <Q then is 

found to satisfy 

| <Q| < - q   (4.29) 

A | ]2+q2 

in which [x] = nearest integer of x, and p is the period of 

the sinusoidal input. 

By using (4.29), condition (4.26) becomes 

| TV - <H(»| £   fl  (4.30) 

/[ f iW 

2 ir in which io = — . All p satisfying (4.30) are predicted 
JL 

periods for limit cycles, but only a few are actually observed. 
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In almost all cases 

< H(jto) ~ 0 (4.31) 

is a very good approximation to (4.30), because equation 

(4.31) is a sufficient condition for sustained oscillations 

sustained oscillations equation (4.31) instead of (4.30) is 

regarded as a sufficient condition and (4.30) is then con¬ 

sidered as an upper bound on the possible values for p. The 

nearest integers below and above the number that exactly 

satisfies 

and the frequency to = 2TT/P. 

The amplitude condition can be investigated through 

a graphical construction of 

|Q| = R'/T 

< H (j 0)) = 7T 

are the periods, i.e. 

if 0 < to < 

P < 

. r IT 
if <_ (0 < TT (4.32) 

and 
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in which 

T R A + b + 2ab cos CO 

+an~
1f * a sin(co+cjO +b sin <j> „ 

^ a cos (co+<>)+b cos (j> ' 

£ Q(T cos (cok+ijc)) coscok 
k=0 

9 p-1 9 1/2 
+ [ — £ Q(T cos (cok+^))sin tok] l 

p k=0 

<j> = 0 or co/2 . 

Curves are plotted for |Q| and |H| as function of R, and 

the intersections between curves located possible solutions 

for R. 

The example studied in the previous section is re¬ 

examined. Upon the substitution of a = 1.833 and b --0.98 

into (4.31), the periods are obtained by solving a sin co 

16 
< 

18 

which agrees with the result of the previous section. 

+b sin 2w = 0, i.e. 

p = 2 [ 

cos 
-1 a_ 

2b 
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The intersection of |Q| and |H| for the case of 

p = 16 and <j> = 0 are shown in Figure 4.8. The amplitudes 

of oscillations are also in agreement with the previous re- . 

suits. 

This method in essence is similar to the method of 

section one, because the two methods are derived under the 

same basic assumption that the quantized system behaves like 

an unquantized system and only component of fundamental 

frequency is of significant amplitude. 

The discrete describing function method developed in 

this section differs from the conventional describing func¬ 

tion method in two respects. First, the forms of the two 

describing functions are different. Second, in the conven¬ 

tional method the intersections of Q and H determine ampli¬ 

tudes, frequencies, and phase angles as well, but in this 

method frequencies are first determined by solving (4.31) 

and then the amplitudes are obtained by finding the inter¬ 

sections of |Q| and [Hj with known frequencies and preas¬ 

sumed phase angles. Without the prior information about the 

phase angles this method will not give any meaningful 

solutions. 

In summary, two approximation methods have been de¬ 

rived for the purpose of determining approximate solutions for 

limit cycles in quantized discrete linear systems. They are 

the most simple methods for obtaining near-harmonic limit 

cycles. 





CHAPTER V 

AN APPLICATION 

In this chapter, a comparison of limit cycles in 

different configurations of a digital filter is made. Exis¬ 

tence conditions and upper bounds for limit cycles in such 

different configurations are compared. Finally, since the 

phenomenon of limit cycles is not desirable, a simple method 

for quenching them is suggested. 

5.1 Comparison of Limit Cycles in Digital Filters 

of Different Configurations 

The transfer characteristics of a digital filter 

are commonly described in terms of its z-domain transfer 

function, 

L u 

H(z) = i°° *  (S.l) 

1 - I v1 

i=l 1 

where Z ^ is the unit delay operator. If quantization ef¬ 

fects are ignored, then there are a multitude of equivalent 

digital circuit forms in which (5.1) may be realized, but 

three canonical forms are most often employed [3]. 

86 
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In this chapter, the roundoff of multiplication is 

the only source of quantization error and without loss of 

generality, the quantization width q is assumed unity. A 

fixed-point arithmetic is assumed in the implementation. 

There is a further distinction; either the exact 

multiplication products are added up in a double-precision 

adder and then rounded off or the products are rounded off 

and added in a single-precision adder, i.e., the roundoff of 

multiplication can be performed either after or before the 

addition. The three canonical forms [3] together with a 

double-precision adder or a single-precision adder contribute 

to the following six block circuit configurations. 

(A) Direct form with double-precision adders 

H (Z) = 

n 
I 

i=0 1 

n 
1 - y b.z 

1=1 

-1 

Figure 5.1 
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(B) Parallel form with double-precision adders 

H(Z) = yn + l m YliZ *y0i 
i=l -e9.Z“

2-31.Z
_1+l . 

Zl ll 

(5.2) 

where m is the integer part of (n+l)/2 and Yg = an/bn . 

System (5.2) is actually a partial fraction expansion of 

system (5.1). 

fiir 

Figure 5.2 

(C) Cascade form with double-precision adders 

m a7 - Z 2 + a-, . Z 1+1 
H (Z) = an 

1 

0 i=1 -hiz'2-hiz'Kl 

(5.3) 
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where m = (n+l)/2 . 

Figure 5.3 

In (A), (B), and (C), is a double-precision adder, Q 

is a quantizer, and Z ^ is a unity delay. The three canoni¬ 

cal forms with single-precision adder, Zg , are shown in 

the following. 

(D) Direct form 

Figure 5.4 



(B) Parallel form 

Figure 5.5 

(F) Cascade form 

Figure 5.6 
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The existence of limit cycles depends upon the values 

of the feedback coefficients, i.e., b^'s in (A) and (D) and 

and $2i's C®)» (C) > (E), and (F). The feedforward 

coefficients, i.e., a.'s, yn-'s Y,-'S, cx-.’s and a0.'s can 

only reshape the existing limit cycles seen at the output. 

In (B) , (C) , (E) and (F), if one of the second order 

sections exhibits limit cycles, then the whole system will 

exhibit limit cycles. Theorems (2.19) and (2.20) can be 

applied to each of the sections to determine whether or not 

a limit cycle does exist. 

For investigating limit cycles in (A) and (D), an 

extension of Theorems (2.19) and (2.20) to higher order 

system is necessary. It is possible to obtain an explicit 

expression for the extension of Theorem (2.19), but not for 

that of Theorem (2.20). However, useful remarks for the 

latter can be established. 

The mathematical expression for the existence of 

limit cycles in (A) is 

^lc+n = <5CblXk+n-l
+Vk*n-2+‘--+Vk) (5’4) 

where the b^'s are within the region of linear stability 

Rn [19] . The task now is to find a region Rn <Z Rn in which 

there does not exist a limit cycle. In fact Rn is equal to 

Rn minus the region in which system (5.4) will exhibit limit 

cycles, i.e., 
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,n 
R = R 

n M 
U 

r=l 

region in which system (5.4) can ex¬ 

hibit limit cycles of magnitude r 

r=l 

Rn - region in which (5.4) 

limit cycles of magnitude 

can exhibit 

r n 
= JR- region in which (5.4) can exhibit 

I cycles of magnitude unity . , 

where M is an upper bound on magnitude. 

The last equality means that the regions in which 

(5.4) can exhibit limit cycles of magnitude greater than 

unity is within the region in which (5.4) can exhibit limit 

cycles of magnitude unity. This is proved in the following. 

Let >rk+n-l,'*•, be a se2ment a limit cycle of 

magnitude greater than unity, then 

' I + yk+n i bl>Wl + b2yk+n-2 

+ "-+Vk< T + yk+n C5-5^ 

in which |y^-+n_^l .1 2. The b^'s satisfy 

(-l/2)*y 

^k+n-i 
^ < b. 1 , i£y > 0, ~ 1 ^k+n-i 

x TI 
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or 

k+n 

^k+n-i 
> b. > 

1 — 
n 

>w ^k+n-i < 0 

i = 1,2,..., n. (5.6) 

Also let yk+n-l,*’■, ^k^ a seSment °f a limit cycle 

of magnitude unity, then 

- 1/2 + A+n ± bi/k+n-l + b2yhn-2 

+---+ bAyi < V* * r* +n 

in which Iy^+n-11 1 1. i * 1,2,..., n. The b!'s satisfy 

-i/2+y{ k+n 

^k+n-i 
< b< 
— I yi+n-i 

. if y.' . > 0 » 7k+n-i 

x 1,2,..., n 

or 

■1/2+yi;n 1/2+^ic+n    . . n. > b! > —i =-£• , if y,* . < 0 
y'v^.n 1 - T'k+n-i y k+n -1 k+n- i 

i = 1,2,. . ., n. (5.7) 

It is clear that the interval in which b^ lies is within the 

interval in which b| lies, i.e., for every region in which 

(5.4) can exhibit limit cycles of magnitude r > 1, there 
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exists a region which contains the former region and in 

which the system (5.4) can exhibit limit cycles of magnitude 

unity. The theorem is then stated as follows, 

Theorem (5.8). The region in which system (5.4) does not 

exhibit limit cycles is the region of linear stability minus 

the region in which (5.4) can exhibit limit cycles of magni¬ 

tude unity. 

Furthermore, a limit cycle of magnitude unity is 

merely a sequence of points on the n-dimensional unit lattice.* 

The above theorem can then be rewritten as 

Theorem (5.9). A system (5.4) will not exhibit limit 

cycles if and only if it maps the n-dimensional unit lattice 

to the origin. 

For example, let (5.4) be a third order system, 

yk+3 = QCVk+2 
+ b2^k+i H' Vk> • (5-10) 

The conditions for linear stabilities are: 

1. 

2. 

*The n-dimensional unit lattice is the set of all n- 
tuple points (x^,X2>..., xn) with x^ e{1,0,-1} ,Vh. 

! - bl - b2 - b3 > ° 

1 + b. - b„ + b, > 0 
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3. | b3 | < 1 

4. |b|-l| > \b1bz * b2| . 

Based on Theorem (2.34), e [- 1/2, 1/2) is a necessary 

condition for the system (5.9) not to exhibit limit cycles. 

Hence, for a particular value of b^ e[-l/2, 1/2), a region 

in the b^-b2 plane in which (5.9) does not exhibit limit 

cycles can be drawn. In Figure 5.7, a crosshatch region in 

which (5.9) does not exhibit limit cycles is shown for 

b j = 0.26. 

The counterpart of (5.4) for (D) is 

>w = QCVk +n-1 5 + <KVk*n-2> 

Q0>nyk) • C5.ll) 

Theorem (5.9) is not true for (5.11). Since (5.11) can be 

written in the form as (5.5) 

+ ^"k+n — zk+n-l + zk+n-2 

+ bnyk 
4 W2 + yktn 

- 1/2 < zk+n-i ■ b l^lc+n -1 ■= 1/2 

- 1/2 < zk+1 - Vlyk+1 " 1/2 (5.12) 



f 
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where y^'s and z^'s are integers. It is found that the 

region in which (5.11) can exhibit limit cycles of magnitude 

greater than unity are not necessarily within the regions 

in which (5.11) can exhibit limit cycles of magnitude unity. 

In Figure 5.8, regions in which the third order system 

^k+3 = * Q(b2>W * QOVk3 (5-13) 

can exhibit limit cycles are shown to demonstrate the above 

observation. Also shown in Figure 5.8 is a region in which 

(5.13) will not exhibit limit cycles. A general conclusion 

for (5.11) then is the regions in which (5.11) can exhibit 

limit cycles of large magnitude are most likely within the 

regions in which the system can exhibit limit cycles of small 

magnitude. 

Consider the following numerical example, 

H(Z) =  IT ~ To :r 
1-0.48Z ■‘•+0.49Z -0.26Z ^ 

 1  

(l+0.04Z_1+0.5Z"2)(1-0.52Z"1) 

From Figure 5.7, Figure 2.8, Figure 5.8, and Figure 2.9, it 

is found that the system will not oscillate if it is realized 

in (A) or (D), and it will oscillate if it is realized in 

(B), (C), (E), or (F). 
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The next question is that, if a system will oscillate 

in all the above six realizations, then, what are the dif¬ 

ferences in magnitude of limit cycles in the different reali¬ 

zations. A comparative study of upper bounds on mangitudes 

of these limit cycles is then given below. 

The digital filter under consideration has the fol¬ 

lowing transfer function 

i=l 

and let 

T 0 10 0 

0 0 10 

0 0 1 

+b 1 

0 1 
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tively, 

where 

where 

The upper bounds for the six realizations are respec- 

n 
1. U(A) = fc l IT^CDCI |aj) 

c SL=0 i=0 1 

C = . 

m 
2. u(B) l | { I ITJCJDD.CIYO-.I + IY > 

i=0 
c
 £=0 U1 11 

m m co „ 

3. U(C) = ^ q3irj
CJ0

C'TiC1
)lH1+lalil 

+ la2i'
)) 

qj = q/2 if j = i 

q if j > 1 

4. U(D) = n U(A) 

m ~ 
5. U(E) = l q{ I (IT?(°)|)•C|Toi|+|Ti;I) + q> 

i=l £=0 11 ux li 

m m co 

U(F) = l ^ ” < I (|Tfc?)l)-(l*|aul-|o2i 
j = l i= j £== 0 11 ii zi 

l)> 6. 
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where 

qj = q if j = 1 

2q if j > 1 

It is obvious U(D) > U(A), U(E) > U(B), U(F) > U(C) , 

U(C) > U(B), and U(F) > U(E) , but whether U(B) > U(A) and 

U(E) > U(D) are unknown. In other words, the upper bounds 

for realizations using double-precision adders, are smaller 

than those for the realizations using single-precision 

adders, and upper bounds for parallel realizations are 

smaller than those for the series realizations. The conclu¬ 

sion then is that the series realization using single¬ 

precision adders is the worst of the six realizations in the 

sense that it often exhibits limit cycles of large least 

upper bound. 

In summary, a digital filter is more likely to oscil¬ 

late if it is realized as a combination of first and second 

order sub-filters and the least upper bound on magnitudes 

for cascade form (E) is the largest. 

5.2 Quenching of Limit Cycles 

As the discrete phase plane is examined, it is found 

that the lattice points that constitute limit cycles are 

clustered near and around the origin. For example, a portion 
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of the phase plane for system 7-^+2 ~ Q Cl - B33 " 0.9 8 y^) 

is shown in Figure 5.9. 

Dots are limit points, dots or crosses with a thin 

curve connected constitute a limit cycle. The period of a 

limit cycle is the number of points in the cycle connected by 

the curve. 

If the system has settled on limit cycle A, then the 

system will move from one lattice point to another along the 

cycle. If, during the movement from point 1 to point 2, the 
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second component of point 2 is decreased by one unit, then 

the system will switch from limit cycle A to limit cycle C. 

This is also illustrated in Figure 5.9. A generalization 

of the above idea constitutes the following method. 

The steps of the method are: 

1. Let the system settle down on a particular limit 

cycle. 

2. Choose an arbitrary lattice point (y^,y£ >••• >yn) 

from the limit cycle, calculate the last component, 

i.e., yn+1, of the next point. Only two cases for 

y .. are considered. 
'n+l 

Case I: V»1 = QCblyn+b2>,n-:L+---+Vl) 

Case II: • yn+1 = QC
b
1yn)

+QCb2yn_1) +...+Q(bny1). 

Four classes of interest for yn+^ and yn are: 

i. y n+l 

2- y. n+l 

>v 

' yn> 

3- Vn=yn =■ °- 

4- yn+l=yn " °> 

decrease yn+-^ hy one unit for Case I 

or u* units for Case II. 

increase yn+^ by one unit for Case I, 

or u units for Case II. 

decrease both y and y^ by one unit 
'n+l n ' 

for Case I, or u units for Case II. 

increase both y., and y„ by one unit 'n+l 'n ' 

for Case I, or u units for Case II. 

iu=nearest integer of {iQCb^yn) + QCb^yn-p) + . . .+ 
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The addition or subtraction of the extra values for 

yn+i and yn is made through the input terminal of the 

system, i.e., the extra values for yn+^ an<^ yn 
are re“ 

garded as additional inputs. 

After the above adjustment, the system will switch from 

the original limit cycle to a limit cycle of smaller 

magnitude. Return to step 1. 

This method can directly be applied to realizations 

(A) and (D). Also it can be applied separately and simul¬ 

taneously to the second order sections in the realizations 

(B) and (E), but can be applied sequentially to the second 

order sections in realizations (C) and (E). This completes 

this chapter. 

In summary, in this chapter the existences and upper 

bounds for limit cycles in six different realizations have 

been studied and a simple method for quenching such limits 

cycles has been suggested. 

QCVP 
i=l V n-1+1 } . 



CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSIONS 

In section one of this chapter a brief review of im¬ 

portant results is summarized. Then in section two some 

problems which have not been resolved and which seem worthy 

of further study are suggested. 

6.1 Conclusions 

The underlying aim of the thesis has been to study 

the periodic solutions, or limit cycles, in quantized linear 

discrete systems. Existence of limit cycles in a second order 

system is proved and then the results are extended to higher 

order systems. Upper Bounds on magnitudes and periods of 

such limit cycles come about as a consequence of the funda¬ 

mental existence theorems. 

Exact solutions of limit cycles can be obtained by 

using either a integer programming method or a direce search 

type algorithm. The set of complete solutions can be found 

by the above two exhaustive type methods. 

When exact solutions are not necessary, approximate 

sinusoidal solutions can be derived by applying the discrete 

version of the classical principle-of-harmonic balance or 

105 
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the describing function method. 

Then the above results are applied to a study of 

limit cycles in different configurations of a digital fitter. 

Since limit cycles are not desirable features in a digital 

filter, a simple quenching technique has been suggested to 

eliminate such phenomenon. 

6.2 Remarks and Suggestions 

Although the problem studied in this thesis originated 

from the observation of limit cycles in a digital filter, it 

can also be regarded as a problem in nonlinear shift register 

sequences. A typical nonlinear shift register is shown in 

the following figure. 

The mathematical expression for the above diagram is 

yk = £(yk-l’ yk-2’ * * ' ,yi» bi» • • ' >bk-P ' 

If the feedback function can be expressed in the form 
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f(y k-k ,yi,b: • ,bk-P 

*lyk-l b2yk+2 bk-lyl 

in which and y^.^ are finite-word-length numbers, b^y^-i 

is the rounded product of b^ and , and + denotes usual 

addition without overflow, then the above system is exactly 

the same as a quantized k-th order digital filter. The num¬ 

ber system to which b^ and y-^_^ belong is a commutative ring 

under the multiplication and addition defined above. 

Some problems requiring further study include: 

1. conditions for existence of (limit) cycles, 

2. how many (limit) cycles will a shift register have, 

if it satisfies the existence conditions, 

3. what is the maximum length (period) of a cycle, 

4. what is the distribution of cycle length, 

5. how to generate a certain length cycle. 

There is no doubt that the analysis of this nonlinear 

shift register is both promising and difficult. 
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APPENDIX 

Proofs of Theorems (2.19) and (2.20) 

Proofs of Theorem (2.19) 

The idea behind the proof is that, given any initial 

conditions, the sequences generated will graduately approach 

zero. 

The big triangle of Figure A.1 is divided into six 

subregions as shown below. 

Region I, the small triangle inscribed by a + b < 1/2, 

0 <_ a < 1/2, and 0 <_ b < 1/2, is first considered. 

Since yn's can assume any integer values, the four 

classes of possible combinations of y„., and y^ are c 'n+1 'n 

A-1 



A- 2 

1. y„.n and y are positive, then ' n+1 Jn r 

yn+2 = QOyn+i + byn) is Positive and 

- ayn+l + byn + q/2 

< (a+b) max{yn+1,yn} + q/2 

< 1/2 max<yn+1>yn> + q/2 

2. yn+1 and yn are negative, then 

yn+2 = Q^ayn+i+byn^ is neSative and 

lyn+2 I ± l^„+i
+bVq/2| 

£ (a+b) max{|yn+1|,|yn|> + q/2 

< 1/2 max{iyn+1l,|yn|> + q/2 

3. yn+i is positive and yn is negative 

A. if |ayn+1| 1 lbynl, Phen 

yn+2 
= Q ^ayn+i+byn^ is p°sitive and 

< 1/2 max{yn+1,|yn|} + q/2 



A- 3 

B- If |ayn+il < |byn|, then 

yn+2 = Q(ayn+l+byn) is neSative and 

Iyn+2I < 1/2 max{yn+l’lynf} + q/2 

4. yn+1 is negative and yn is positive 

A- If Iayn+lI - lbynl » then 

yn+2 = Q^ayn+l+byn-^ is neSative and 

|yn+2l < 1/2 max{|yn+1|,yn} + q/2 

B. If |ayn+1| < |byn|, then 

yn+2 = Q(ayn+i
+byn^ is Positive and 

< 1/2 max{|yn+1|,yn> + q/2 . 

The above four classes actually contain six possible 

combinations of yn+1 and yn for a given pair (yn>yn+1)- The 

sequences generated by the six different kinds of pairs will 

be considered separately in the following. 

1), (yo’ye 1 > then the next pair (y1,y2) is 

also in 1 , and the subsequent pairs are still in 1 . 

The limit of the sequence of pairs is (.0.0). This is 



(0,0). 

A-4 

symbolically represented by the following process. 

(y0»yi)  (yi»y2J  ••• —^ 

The above can also be interpreted as a sequence of pairs 

generated by repeated applications of the operation 1 . 

2), (yQ,y1) 
e 2 . The process is 

(y0»y1D —-—- (y^y^ —~ ••• —(°»°) 

3), (y0 jYp) e 3 A. The process is 

(y^y^ ——(yi»y2) —~~~ (o,o) 

4), (y0,yi) e 3 The process is 

, s 3g . 4A , .2 
(Yo^l) =Z (y^), ^2’y3} (0,0) 

(y2,y3) JA(y3,y4) 
1 1 

>B 

J y21 is smaller than both J yQ| and |y^| as can be 

checked by the application of operations 3 g and 

4 B upon (y0>yi)* It: is then clear that even if 

there is a loop, the only limit of the sequence 

of pairs is (0.0). 

(0,0) 
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5. CYQ
e 4 The process is 

(y0,yi) _fA , Cy15y2) —2—^ ... —(0,0) 

0. (y0,yi) e 4 g. The process is 

Cy0,yp -ia-Cy^ypia, Lco.o) 

W_Cy2.y3) Ik. ■■■ i_(o,o) 

4
B 

v—      

The result of the process is that any initial 

pair (yQ,y^) will graduately be brought to (0,0) 

as a result of the operations 4 g, 3 g, 4 g ... . 

In all six cases the limit of the sequence of pairs 

is (0,0), i.e., there do not exist limit cycles in Region I. 

Exactly the same procedure of proof applies to the other 

five subregions and since it is lengthy, details are omitted. 

Proof of Theorem (2.20) 

The same idea and the same procedure used in proving 

Theorem (2.19) are again employed. 

The region of Theorem (2.20), in which there exist 

no limit cycles, is divided into fourteen small squares as 

shown in Figure A-2. 



A-9 

(y0,y1) —(y1»y2) —-—^^3) 

L
B 

5), Cyo^!) e 3 

(y0,yi) —Cy1}y2) —-
1A 

LB 

6), Cy0
e 4 

(y0>yi) ——=- (yi»y2) - 2A 

2B 

The above six cases can be put into a unified cyclic 

process 
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A-6 

The procedure is illustrated by applying it to region XIII. 

Region XIII is inscribed by 1/4 <_ a < 1/2 and - 1/2 

< b < - 1/4. The four classes of combinations of y and 

yn are 

1. ^n+1 

A. 

and yn are positive 

If lQ(ayn+1)| 1 |Q(byn)|, then 

yn+2 
= Q^^n+l5 + Q(b^n^ is Positive and 

yn+2 < 1/2 max{yn+1,yn} + q 

B. If lQ(ayn+1)| < |QCbyn)|, then 
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yn+2 = Q(ayn+i) * Q(byn) is negative and 

|yn+2l < 1/2 max{yn+i,yn> + q 

2. yn+1 and yn are negative 

A. If |Q(ayn+1)| > |Q(byn)| , then 

yn+2 is negative and 

|yn+2l < 1/2 max{|yn+1|,|yn|} + q 

B. If |Q(ayn+1)| < |Q(byn)|, then 

yn+2 is positive and 

yn+2 < 1/2 max {lyn+ll>lynl} + q 

3. yn+]_ is positive and yn is negative 

yn+2 as Posi"tive an<i 

/n+2 i a>w + byn 
+ q 

< max(yn+1>lynl > * q 

4. y , -» is negative and y is positive Jn+1 ■ 'n r 

y 2 is negative and 
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1 ^n+2 I < max{|yn+1|,yni + q . 

The six possibilities of an initial pair (yQ,y^) 

are considered in the.following. 

1), (y0,y1) e 1 the process then is 

Cy0.yp (.y1,y2') 
1A 1^- ci.i) 

^ (y2 .y3) -i-. (y3,y4) -2k. 

■B 

2)» (y0 ,yx) e i ■R > B 

(y0,y1) _ 1,B ^ (y1,y2)——2-(y2>y3) —&- 

3Cy0 ,yx) e 2 

'B 

(y0,yx) -tA-^Cy^y^   J^(i.i) 

2B^(y2,y3) —L~(y,,yA) _iL 3J/ 4' 

lB 

4), (y0 ,yx) e 2B 



The absolute value of the second element of the pair 

(y^+„,y^+^) resulted from a cycle of operations, for in¬ 

stance, lg, 4 , 2 j, and 3 , upon a pair (yn. ,y^+^) , is 

smaller than both jy.1 and |y..-|. This can be checked by 

the consideration of the four classes of operations at the 

beginning of the proof. It is then true that in this unified 

process any initial pair will be brought to either (1.1) 

or (-1,-1). Also it can be easily shown that both (1.1) and 

(-1,-1) are not limit cycles (points) for region XIII, i.e., 

0 = Q (+_ a +_ b) 

The conclusion then is, given any initial pair, the limit of 

the sequence of pairs generated by the system in Region 

XIII is (0,0), i.e., there do not exist limit cycles in 

Region XIII. 

This completes the proof. 


